
In support of the innovative industry, especially for the enterprises in the 
early stage of business with difficulties in capital raising, the Taipei 
Exchange (TPEx) has launched a new stock board, named Pioneer Stock 
Board (PSB), in Q3 2021, leveraging its ample experience and expertise in 
assisting small-and-medium enterprises or emerging industries. As an 
addition to TPEx’s Emerging Stock Market (ESM), PSB adopts easier 
application requirements for the issuers and a more convenient trading 
mechanism for the investors compared to the existing Emerging Stock 
Board (ESB). In that way, PSB provides innovative enterprises with an 
alternative viable channel to enter into the capital market and helps them 
gradually grow within TPEx's multi-tiered market. 

Positioning

Note: Solid lines indicate the original TPEx Main board listing procedures, which have not changed; 
dotted lines indicate the new procedures brought by the establishment of the Pioneer Stock Board.

PSB focuses on supporting Six Core Strategic Industries and other 
innovative industries. An applicable company can register on PSB 
through filing simplified public issuing to access the capital market, 
which is easier than before. Moreover, PSB makes the information 
reporting requirements loosened for registered companies and 
provides a trading function as the secondary market for qualified 
investors.
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(II)  Application Procedures for PSB registration 
        (domestic issuers as example)

According to the Securities and Exchange Act, the applicant companies 
must complete public issuing procedures retroactively before their 
stocks start to be traded on TPEx. Non-public companies that summit the 
application for PSB registration may concurrently file documents for 
simplified public issuing to save the preliminary time and costs to enter 
into the capital market.

Public company

(III)  PSB registration and trading mechanism

* Domestic companies that submit the application for PSB registration and filings for simplified 
public issuing at the same time are exempted from the corporate governance standards upon 
registration. However, they shall pledge to appoint independent directors at the first 
shareholders meeting after registration and then have independent directors filling more than 
half of the seats on the remuneration committee.

(IV)  Comparison of Two Boards Under the Emerging 
Stock Market Structure
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on investors

No requirements on duration of corporate existence, 
profitability, shareholders dispersion, etc.

"Six Core Strategic Industries" 
or 

"other innovative industries"

Documentation 
review

Documentation review

In principle, the information 
disclosure obligation is the same 
as that for the public companies 
but relatively simplified than 
that for the ESB companies. 

Shall appoint 
independent 
directors and set 
up a remuneration 
committee with 
independent 
directors filling 
more than half of 
the seats.

As required by 
existing regulations

No restrictions

Negotiation 
trading mechanism 
driven by the 
recommending 
securities firms’ 
quoting is adopted.

No daily price 
fluctuation limit

Same as the ESB companies, 
except that domestic companies 
which apply for PSB registration 
and file concurrently documents 
for simplified public issuing shall 
pledge to comply with the 
regulation by appointing 
independent directors at the first 
shareholders meeting after PSB 
registration, and having 
independent directors filling 
more than half of the seats on the 
remuneration committee after then.

Recommending securities firms are 
obliged to take the required advisor 
responsibility (i.e., advisory 
recommending securities firms)

Exclusively to qualified investors 
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adopted and recommending 
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The issuer applies to 
TPEx for PSB registration 
and files concurrently 
documents for simplified 
public issuing 

Registered 
on PSB

Registered 
on PSB

The issuer applies 
to TPEx for PSB 
registration

The applicable industries are “Six  Core Strategic
Industries” in accordance with the government’s 
industrial policy.

In principle, the information disclosure obligation of 
the PSB companies is the same as that of the public 
companies.

No requirements on duration of corporate existence, 
profitability, shareholders dispersion, etc.

Two or more written recommendations by the advisory 
recommending securities firms are required upon 
registration (one of which shall be the lead advisory 
recommending securities firm).These securities firms 
must subscribe for more than 2% of the stocks of the 
issuer, no fewer than 200,000 shares.

˙

˙

˙

˙

Rules regarding information reporting and material 
information disclosure are relatively simplified than 
those for the ESB companies.

˙

Exclusively to qualified investors (buyers), and natural 
persons among whom shall sign a Risk Disclosure 
Statement before buying the PSB stocks.

˙

Automatic matching and execution mechanisms are 
adopted (the same as TPEx Main board stocks), with 
recommending securities firms being engaged as liquidity 
providers.

˙

Daily price fluctuation limit is set at 20% (while no limit for 
the first five trading days of newly registered companies).

˙

Before applying for listing on TPEx Main board, the PSB 
companies are required to transfer from PSB to ESB and 
remain registered on ESB for at least 2 months.

˙

In total, the registration period on the Emerging 
Stock Market shall be 6 months or more 
(including the period on PSB).

˙

Shall appoint independent directors*.˙

A remuneration committee shall be established, 
with independent directors filling more than half of the 
seats on the committee*.

˙

• •

•
•

For private enterprises, the simplified public issuing 
procedure can shorten time and reduce costs in 
preparation for going public.

Upon effective registration of simplified public issuing, 
a private enterprise becomes a public company which 
shall comply with regulations and rules related to the 
Securities and Exchange Act.

Financial reports 
audited and 
attested by CPAs

One financial report is 
required (with 
comparative information 
of the previous year), in 
which two fiscal years 
are audited.

CPAs shall assess and 
decide what are the 
major operating cycles 
and management tasks 
of the issuer, and state 
the scope and opinions 
in the audit reports.

Two financial reports are 
required (with 
comparative information 
of the previous years), in 
which three fiscal years 
are audited.

As required by existing 
regulations

The period for 
internal control 
system special audit 

The scope of internal 
control system 
special audit 

Have 2 years or more of 
investment experience 
participating in stock trading, 
and concurrently meet one of 
the following conditions:

       Professional institutional 
       investors,and juristic persons 
       with 2 or more years of 
       experience in securities 
       investment.

       Venture capital enterprises duly 
       established in accordance with 
       law

1.Proof of financial capacity of
    NT$ 5 million or more.

2.An average annual income of at 
    least NT$1.5 million in the last 
    2 fiscal years


